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The shock oil markets have suffered from the coronavirus and the ensuing market-share war
between Saudi Arabia and Russia has sent prices plummeting to levels not seen since 2002
and altered the outlook for supply and demand for the immediate future. The impact of both
events on energy producers and consumers will not fade when the pandemic ends, however.
Looking longer term, the world will either have to accept the need for swing producers—those
capable of adjusting oil output to attempt to prevent large demand and supply shocks—or
brace for perpetual, extreme oil price volatility that will severely destabilize the energy sector,
economic growth, and geopolitics.

Why Oil Prices Collapsed and Where They Are Headed
This year’s 60 percent collapse in oil prices was first set in motion by a growing awareness
that the coronavirus would neither crest in February nor be contained to China as initially
hoped. By the March 5 and 6 OPEC+ meetings, oil analysts were revising oil demand forecasts
sharply down as barrel counters began to reckon with a widespread shutdown of economic
activity and restrictions on travel.
Thus, as they prepared to convene in Vienna, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and 21 other members
of OPEC+ found themselves facing an unexpected and rapidly snowballing oversupply
unprecedented in modern times. While 22 members favored an immediate 1.5 million barrel
per day (bpd) production cut, Moscow announced it preferred to wait until summer to assess
demand impacts before deciding on cuts. OPEC+ decisions require consensus, especially
among major producers, and Russia’s opposition meant the meeting hit an impasse.
Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak walked out of the OPEC headquarters in Vienna and
announced quotas would expire at the end of the month, declaring that producers were free
to produce without restraint starting in April.
On March 27, Russia’s deputy oil minister explained why Moscow refused to contribute to a
1.5 million bpd OPEC cut, calling it only a “drop in the ocean.”1 Russia was correct that the
oversupply spawned by collapsing demand required more than the 1.5 million bpd cut OPEC
proposed on March 5. During past instances of massive demand declines, as in 1997–98 and
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2008–09, several rounds of OPEC cuts were required. Between 1997 and 1998, OPEC agreed
to 4.3 million bpd of cuts across three meetings. In the fall of 2008, OPEC agreed to a total
of 4.2 million bpd of cuts, also over three rounds of meetings. In the current, unprecedented
circumstances, even larger cuts would be required to prevent storage from filling up and
prices crashing to levels where widespread, chaotic shutdowns became inevitable.
Turning to the present, the practical impact of Russia blowing up the OPEC+ meeting was to
end production restraint as of April. In other words, the world shifted instantly to free-market
mode, where all producers are price takers and will continue to pump as long as prices exceed
lifting costs. For Middle East producers and Russia, lifting costs are $10 per barrel or below.
Saudi Arabia held the lion’s share of spare production capacity—some 2.3 million bpd—which
along with inventory drawdowns would enable the Kingdom to release a total of 12.3 million
bpd into the market. Russia, UAE, Kuwait, and Iraq each have 200,000 to 300,000 bpd of spare
production capacity and will probably increase production over the coming weeks as well.
However, plummeting refinery demand and limited buyers could temper production ramp-ups.
Combined, the supply surge and demand implosion are unleashing the biggest oil tsunami in
modern history. Demand could decline by over 16.0 million bpd year-on-year in the second
quarter just as a torrential increase of around 3.4 million bpd of new supply is entering the
market.2 As a result, around 2.5 billion barrels of crude and products will be pushed into
global storage in 2020, an unprecedented amount that will challenge onshore capacity that is
already 73 percent full.
Currently, only about 1.5 billion barrels of crude storage is available, and of that, about 1.0
billion barrels are located in commercial inventories—some of which may not be fully utilized
due to strategic and financial decisions in the Middle East and China.3 In addition, about 1.5
billion barrels of product storage is available. April will be a particularly brutal month for oil
markets as demand collapses by an estimated 22 million bpd year-on-year and OPEC+ opens
the production taps, creating a global supply surplus of 26 million bpd. Cumulative stock builds
could exceed tank tops in the coming months if not weeks, though the timing partly depends
on how much crude refineries choose to process in the weeks ahead. (See Figure 1 and Table 1.)
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Figure 1: Cumulative 2020 global stocks builds and storage capacity

Source: Rapidan Energy Group

Table 1: Global onshore oil storage capacity and utilization
Commercial

Total
capacity

Available
capacity

Current
utilization

Strategic

(mb)

Crude

Products

Crude

Products

Total

OECD

1,593

2,883

1,354

376

6,206

Non-OECD

1,883

1,700

1,540

--

5,123

Total

3,476

4,583

2,894

376

11,329

OECD

511

1,036

135

59

1,740

Non-OECD

518

445

319

--

1,282

Total

1,029

1,481

453

59

3,022

OECD

68%

64%

90%

84%

72%

Non-OECD

72%

74%

79%

--

75%

Total

70%

68%

84%

84%

73%

Sources: EIA, IEA, JODI, Rapidan Energy Group
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At some point, collapsing oil prices will likely convince Russian President Vladimir Putin to
contribute to supply management again. It would not be the first time Russia demurred only
to later contribute cuts. Russia also balked at cuts in November 2014, triggering a marketshare battle among producers that sent crude prices tumbling by 75 percent from the “new
normal” of $100 per barrel. Moscow blinked when Brent hit $26 in February 2016 and agreed to
cooperate with Saudi Arabia and 22 other producers in a successor to OPEC dubbed “OPEC+.”
While the most likely scenario may see Russia blinking at some point down the road, that
will likely only occur after markets experience more crude price weakness. The first signs of
diplomacy emerged on March 31, when the Kremlin announced President Trump and President
Putin had agreed in a call the previous day that “current oil prices aren’t in the interests of our
countries.”4 The White House reported the two leaders “agreed on the importance of stability
in global energy markets.” US Department of Energy Secretary Dan Brouillette and Russian
Energy Minister Alexander Novak reportedly planned to continue discussions.5 But there is no
sign yet that Russia is prepared to contribute substantial production cuts. Since 2014, Russia
has anticipated lower oil prices—although not this low—and prepared for them by liberalizing
its currency and building up a war chest. For now, both Riyadh and Moscow remain opposed
to making the large cuts needed to begin market rebalancing later this year.
As the Saudis and Russians square off, Secretary Dan Brouillette and Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo are hearing an earful from an outraged domestic oil patch and are pressuring
Riyadh to relent. On March 25, six irate oil-state Republican senators fired off a letter6 to
Secretary Pompeo threatening Riyadh with an across-the-board rupture if the Kingdom
does not “change course.” While preoccupied with large health and economic emergencies,
President Donald Trump is slowly but steadily weighing into the fray. However, so far there
is no indication Washington’s arm-twisting is likely to induce Saudi Arabia to cut production
without a Russian contribution. Trump appears to understand that Russia’s contribution to
supply management is necessary. On March 30, he told Fox News interviewers he planned
raise the “crazy” oil war in the call with Putin noted above.7

Welcome Back to Free-Market Oil Prices
Zooming out, the present oil calamity will hopefully help illuminate some hard truths and
promote more rational thinking about oil markets going forward.
First, oil is, and for the foreseeable future will remain, the lifeblood of modern civilization,
because transportation depends almost entirely upon it. The transportation sector is vital for
every other sector, from food supply to defense to industry and consumption. One cannot
dishevel oil without disheveling economic and financial stability in producing and consuming
countries alike. Electric cars and biofuels have competed with oil in transportation since the
dawn of the automobile age and will continue to do so. One day, electricity or biofuels or
hydrogen or something else may displace oil’s dominance as a transportation fuel—but energy
transitions take decades if not generations.
Second, oil prices are naturally prone to wild boom and bust price swings. Oil’s intrinsic,
extreme volatility arises from very low supply and demand elasticities and limited storage. Oil
is a must-have commodity for which there are no scalable substitutes. On the supply side, oil
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production requires long lead times and copious amounts of up-front capital. Once flowing,
operating costs are low and shut in costs are high. Storage can help smooth out temporary
imbalances in supply and demand, but storage is neither unlimited nor costless.
From these two realities comes the hard truth: Even the most free-market countries cannot
tolerate boom and bust price cycles for a commodity that is tantamount to economic lifeblood.
Since the 1930s, the oil industry and governments agreed that oil supply must be managed
by imposing quotas on crude oil production. It is of more than just passing historical interest
that the United States was the first, and by far most successful, oil supply regulator. The last
time huge demand collapses coincided with a supply surge was in 1930 and 1931, when the
monster Black Giant field in east Texas started up in the teeth of the Great Depression. Oil
prices fell to pennies on the barrel, which impelled Oklahomans and Texans—some of the most
government-limiting, oil-producing people on earth—to first deploy armed soldiers to halt
drilling and then impose decades of quotas that would make OPEC envious.
In other words, oil’s violent price volatility forced some of the world’s staunchest free-market
proponents to resort to communist-style central planning. “I am opposed to too much
government intervention in business,” Texas Governor Ross Sterling admitted in 1931, “but
conditions have changed ... it looks like we must have some government in business. We will
have to forget what we used to believe improper.” His counterpart in Oklahoma, Governor
W.H. “Alfalfa Bill” Murray was more direct: “The price of oil must go [up] to $1 a barrel; now
don’t ask me any more damned questions.”
After the troops left the fields, Texas and other oil states imposed extremely strict quotas
on oil producers for the next four decades. For 40 years, three voting commissioners on the
Texas Railroad Commission (RRC) would meet in Austin, Texas, once a month to review the
latest oil supply and demand data. They would determine a “call on Texas” supply, which in
turn would be allocated to producers as a maximum allowable production level on a field-byfield, well-by-well basis. In the 1950s, Texas and other oil state regulators forced producers to
shut in 20 percent of world production (and the Seven Sisters chipped in another 15 percent in
the Middle East fields they ran) to keep prices stable. Over one-third of global oil production
capacity was voluntarily shut down by regulators and a cartel to keep oil prices stable. Had
they not done so, oil prices in the 1950s would have been savagely volatile instead of glacially
smooth, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Oil disruptions, spare capacity, and crude prices

Source: Rapidan Energy Group, EIA, BP, St. Louis Fed, US Senate

Compare the RRC with its successor OPEC, whose founders deliberately tried to copy the
RRC’s methods. When OPEC or OPEC+ members are getting along, they meet only a couple
times a year and set national-level production quotas that are loosely enforced.

Oil Glut Outpacing Policy Reaction, Likely Sending Crude Oil Prices
Lower this Spring
Returning to the present, epic oversupply in the second quarter will likely drive crude
oil prices to levels—in the teens to single digits, depending on the producer’s grade and
location—that rapidly force producers to shut in large amounts of production. The planet’s
storage capacity should be full by summer if not sooner. When there is nowhere left to burn
or store oil, the price must fall to levels that penalize anyone who lifts a barrel out of the
earth’s crust. Relatively high-cost oil production will begin to shut down. In some places, such
as Canadian oil sands, it already has. Marginal US wells and shale oil are the most likely to go
next, along with North Sea, Brazil shallow-water, and Chinese production.
As in the past, this oil price bust has triggered pleas by oil operators for aggressive federal
and state intervention. Most of the anger focuses on Saudi Arabia, as noted earlier. In the
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United States, some oil companies have demanded anti-dumping investigations, a long
process that is unlikely to succeed given low production costs in targeted producing
countries. Beleaguered oil producers have sought a floor price on imports or import quotas
during past crude price swoons, but to no avail. However, Trump is more comfortable with
tariffs than his predecessors, and it is certainly possible he will intervene to support US
producers, though there are no indications at present he will do so.
Late last month, two Texas oil producers, Parsley Energy and Pioneer Natural Resources,
asked the Texas RRC to dust off its authority and return to imposing quotas.8 Quota
proponents hope state quotas will help convince Saudi Arabia and Russia to return to
cooperating on supply management. Currently, quotas enjoy support neither from the
necessary two of three RRC commissioners nor the bulk of Texas oil operators. However, if
history is any guide, support for desperate measures like quotas will grow as crude prices fall
toward zero and economic ramifications broaden. North Dakota already implemented a new
regulation that will indirectly reduce the state’s production by making it easier for producers
to temporarily shut in marginal wells and delay completions.
Quotas or not, oil production in Texas and North Dakota will fall sharply as prices at the well
fall below levels even the most efficient operators require to justify drilling and completions.
Lower 48 crude production could fall by 1.0 million bpd or more year-on-year by December,
while well completions could drop by 40 percent or more year-on-year in the second half of
the year. US oil-weighted exploration and production companies have already slashed initial
2020 CapEx guidance by $19.9 billion (around 29 percent) over the past few weeks.9
Meanwhile, as noted above, Trump’s views on oil prices and swing production are apparently
undergoing a shift. As he candidly admitted on March 19 and 30, until now he had viewed oil
prices through the prism of the motorist at the pump: high oil prices were bad and required
yelling at OPEC. But now that the US has become the world’s biggest oil producer and a net
exporter, the president sees some downsides from plummeting oil prices.
Should oil prices continue to fall, destroying larger swaths of US upstream investment, Trump
will likely consider several options, none of which are mutually exclusive. First, entice or
pressure Putin to return to the table via inducements or new costs like sanctions. Second,
pressure Riyadh to reduce production regardless of Russia’s willingness to contribute. Third,
resort to trade protectionism that recent presidents have resisted.
Notwithstanding enormous but hard-to-measure demand destruction, it is difficult to imagine
anything Trump or other policymakers can do at this stage to prevent a catastrophic inventory
build and further crude price weakness.

The Economic Costs of Boom-Bust Oil Price Cycles
Oil price busts sow the seeds of future booms, and vice versa. Super low pump prices will
encourage consumption once coronavirus-related travel restrictions are lifted, and could
delay mass adoption of electric vehicles. Today’s oil price bust will also drastically reduce
investment in new oil fields. As a consequence, in a few years we are likely to be shocked
by stronger-than-expected demand growth and ravaged supply. Oil prices will have to rise
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sharply to enforce the iron law of economics that you can’t consume what you can’t produce
(or are willing to remove from storage). As a result, oil prices could boom to well above $100
later in this decade and peak only after they cause or contribute to a recession.
In the absence of a swing producer, inevitable imbalances in global oil markets—whether
surpluses like now or deficits—could unleash wild oil price swings. Absent an effective swing
producer, expect oil prices to swing between single digit shut-in and triple digit demand
destruction levels.
Academic research has concluded that oil price volatility adversely impacts the micro- and
macroeconomy.10 Large oil price changes slam households and firms with sudden changes in
factor costs and revenue streams that make planning difficult, especially when purchasing or
building long-lived equipment. For example, automaker and airline companies would decide
to build and buy very different cars and airplanes depending on whether the oil price was
expected to be closer to $30 or $100 per barrel.
At the macroeconomic level, unanchored oil prices create uncertainty, which delays
investment. Oil price volatility can distort and disturb monetary policy making, misallocate
investment, and cause sudden shifts in consumption. Most recessions since 1973 were
preceded by oil price spikes. Academic research has found oil price volatility—sharp increases
and decreases—harms investment, consumption of durable goods, aggregate economic
output, equity returns, and trade for net oil importers and exporters alike.11
While consumers and governments can use various tools to hedge against and mitigate
oil price volatility, since the early 1930s the main tool employed to stabilize oil prices has
been swing production. Swing producers stood ready and able to intervene quickly, in large
amounts, and for long periods of time to prevent global supply and demand imbalances
that spawn boom and bust price cycles. They anchored long-term oil prices, similar to a
central bank’s mission to anchor inflation expectations, so that consumers, producers, and
governments could plan and invest.
As noted above, Texas RRC was the world’s first great swing producer and OPEC was the
second. Swing producers hold back production, creating spare capacity to inject when
needed. Swing producers and their spare capacity constitute a public good that reduces the
cost of oil price volatility. One study estimated the value of OPEC’s spare capacity to the
global economy to be $200 billion per year.12
Who wins from perpetual oil price cycles? Savvy oil traders and storage owners, M&A
attorneys and advisory firms, and astute oil market consultants. Large, integrated oil and gas
companies will also be able to withstand the volatility more easily than smaller ones.
Everyone else suffers in an environment in which oil prices undergo frequent, large swings.
Nearly every business, household, and government on the planet will suffer from reduced
planning horizons, deterred investment, and increased unemployment. Monetary policy,
defense planning, and budgeting will become tremendously more difficult.
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Making the World Safe for Swing Production
The world is not going to enjoy frequent boom and bust oil price cycles. While there may be
no choice but to accept them, some leaders may frantically search for an exit and look to
encourage swing producers.
The United States can and should lead in making the world safe for swing production, first
by examining its own history and then by taking a fresh look at how oil markets work. Doing
so may lead to conclusions that are admittedly uncomfortable, especially for those strongly
inclined to trust free markets over government intervention.
Whether or not the United States decides to return to supply management at home, it can
and should have a seat at the table with major oil producers and exporters that share a
common interest in preventing ruinous boom-bust oil price cycles. The International Energy
Forum, a body including oil consuming and producing countries, is one already existing and
suitable organization to host this discussion, as well as to promote some of the following ideas
that could mitigate volatility:
●

In addition to accepting supply management, officials could reduce unnecessarily large
uncertainty that makes oil volatility worse by improving data. For years, oil experts
have called for better data on inventories, trade, consumption, and production. The
data exist but are not published, collected, and harmonized as they should be if we
were serious about reducing volatility.

●

Officials should ensure that well-regulated but robust and liquid financial markets
remain available to producers and consumers so they can transfer price risk to those
willing to bear it.

●

Another good tool for managing volatility is inventories, both commercial and
government-controlled strategic stocks for use in emergencies. The private sector has
been understandably building a lot of new storage capacity since greatly fluctuating
oil prices returned over 10 years ago. The record on strategic inventories has been
more mixed. China is filling its strategic stocks precipitously. But in recent years the US
Congress has decided to sell off the country’s strategic oil reserves to pay for nonenergy budgetary expenses. Fortunately, Trump has wisely called for a halt to strategic
sales and instead has pushed to fill the Strategic Oil Reserve with low-cost barrels,
a no-brainer step from a national security and budgetary perspective that Congress
should support. Even if the US remains a large producer and net exporter, our national
security and economy will remain vulnerable to major oil supply disruptions anywhere.
Therefore, an ample emergency stockpile still makes sense.

Conclusion
The coronavirus and return to free-market oil prices are giving the world a rare taste of how
oil prices behave when there is no swing producer and a large imbalance. Ultimately, we will
conclude that unmanaged oil markets are not good for the energy industry, global economic
growth, and geopolitical stability. The coronavirus will eventually pass, but ruinous boom-
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bust oil prices will continue in the absence of an effective swing producer. Taming volatile
oil prices will require a close look at lessons from the history of the oil market, a clear-eyed
understanding of how the oil market works, and innovative and fresh approaches to both
domestic and international energy policy.
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